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We have just celebrated our 3000th manufactured unit
We are the first company in the field at the international level to achieve this important goal.
This “record“ is the expression of a deeply felt team spirit within our organisation
Our company - part of the Trevi Group and a mechanical engineering manufacturer specialised
in the designing and construction of a complete range of equipment and accessories for deep
foundation works as well as for the drilling of oil, water and hydrocarbons wells – has been the
very first company to manufacture 3,000 units.
Unit No. 3,000 is an SR-90, which is one of our flagship models designed for large diameter pile
technology.
Yesterday afternoon, the whole of our Cesena headquarters joined together to celebrate this
important goal. Just after the celebration, the rig arranged in a special livery was collected and
shipped out to Spain.
This remarkable achievement reflects the dedication and the many efforts that our employees
have constantly been making for our organisation during these last years. Thanks to them we
have proudly become one of the leaders in the international arena of the foundation industry. A
success story that started in 1969, our year of inception, and has brought the rigs for deep
foundations “made in Cesena” on the 5 continents and in over 40countries, under the hardest soil
conditions.
We are the very first company to have reached the winning post of 3,000 manufactured units. An
accomplishment shortly following the ribbon-cutting ceremony for unit No. 2,000. Four intense
years filled with satisfaction that have also seen the strengthening of our workforce by hiring 100
new professional employees, distributed amongst the different departments.
About TREVI GROUP:
Trevi Group is a worldwide leader in the field of soil engineering (special foundations, tunnel excavations, soil
consolidations and the building and marketing of special rigs and equipment relevant to this engineering sector); the
Group is also very active in the drilling sector (oil, gas and water), both in the production of plant and the supply of
services, and it also builds automated, underground car parks.
The Group was established in 1957 and today has 30 branches in as many countries. Its success is due to the vertical
integration of the main divisions making up the Group: Trevi, the division that supplies special services in the field of
soil engineering and Petreven active in drilling services; Soilmec, the division that produces and develops rigs and
equipment for soil engineering; and Drillmec division that produces and develops drilling rigs (oil, gas and water).
The holding company has been listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since July 1999.
More info can be found on the web site: www.trevifin.com.
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